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Verse 1:

E	 	  F#m	     A2        	E	 	    F#m	 	         A2

To see the outcast accepted,   To see the captive running free  

E	 	  F#m	     	    A2              E	 	  F#m		 A2

To see the hopeless have a purpose, O to see Your kingdom come 

Verse 2:

E	 	  F#m		            A2           E	 	  F#m		 A2

To see the wounded find their healing,    To see the lonely find a home 

E	 	  F#m		 A2              E	 	 F#m	 	 A2

To see the broken find comfort,    O to see Your kingdom come 

Chorus:


  E        B              A2 
Lord Send Revival, Start with me  

  E        B/F#              A2 
Lord Send Revival, Start with me 
Verse 3:

To see the bride know her true worth, To see her standing as one

To see her flourishing in freedom, O to see Your kingdom come 

Chorus:


Bridge:

A2	 	 	   E	 	 C#m7	 	 	 	 B 
Awaken us to Your love, So all the world would know, So all the world would know 
     A2	 	   E	  
The heights and depths of Your love 
      C#m7	 	 	 	 	 B 
So all the world would know, So all the world would know  
F#m7		 	   E	 	 C#m7	 	 	 	 B 
Awaken us to Your love, So all the world would know, So all the world would know 
F#m7		 	   E	  
The heights and depths of Your love  
      C#m7	 	 	 	 	 B	 	 	 	 | B / / / | 
So all the world would know, So all the world would know 
Chorus:


Verse 4:

E	 	  F#m		 A2      E	 	  F#m		 A2      

Move us past entertainment, Move us beyond our unbelief

E	 	  F#m		 A2      

Lead us now to full surrender

E	 	  F#m		 A2   E	 	  F#m		 A2           

O lead us to our knees		 O lead us to our knees



